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Intent for the YEAR 10 BTEC Music Curriculum 2021-2022
Our aim is to allow students from all backgrounds the opportunity to participate in and experience music in a range of ways. We aim for students to become independent learners and take charge of their music
practice through self-motivation and responsibility when learning and in rehearsal spaces; this can be both in lesson time and through our wide range of extra-curricular opportunities. Our curriculum is broad,
covering a diverse range of musical cultures, artists and genres in order to build character and listening skills. We aim for our music department to be a safe and encouraging environment for students to explore
music and be creative. This course allows students the opportunity to experience a wide range of skills and job roles from performing to live sound technicians within the music industry leading towards an
understanding of the options available to them after school.
All children will experience a well-balanced and comprehensive curriculum that enhances informed, intellectual, developmental and moral character. As a result, this will improve
life chances ,inter-personal relationships, social mobility and preparedness for employment. Our curriculum will encourage everyone to have a positive impact on society.

Implementation: Demonstrated in the table below.
Curriculum adaptations as a result of the pandemic:
Some students only received music last year online due to the structure of the rotations. This means that there will be many students within this year group that won’t have touched an instrument in a year.
For this reason, the curriculum is designed around developing performance skills as well as building on other musical aspects such as composition in order to build student’s confidence back up within the
subject. We will also be creating as many performance opportunities as possible.
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Impact:
Students will have a strong understanding of the careers available within the Music Industry. They will have developed a variety of character skills through independent and group work as well as through personal research
and rehearsal. This first year of the course will allow students the opportunity to find out their favourite aspects of music ready for development into year 11.

